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ABSTRACT 
Commercially available metal Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) systems are steadily evolving. Thus, 
design limitations narrow and the diversity of achievable geometries widens. This progress leads 
researchers to create innovative benchmarks to understand the new system capabilities. Thereby, 
designers can update their knowledge base in design for additive manufacturing (DfAM). To date, 
there are plenty of geometrical benchmarks that seek to develop generic test artefacts. Still, they are 
often complex to measure, and the information they deliver may not be relevant to some designers. 
This article proposes a geometrical benchmarking approach for metal L-PBF systems based on the 
designer needs. Furthermore, Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) characteristics 
enhance the approach. A practical use-case is presented, consisting of developing, manufacturing, and 
measuring a meaningful and straightforward geometric test artefact. Moreover, optical measuring 
systems are used to create a tailored uncertainty map for benchmarking two different L-PBF systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing is the “process of joining materials to make parts from 3D 

model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative 

manufacturing methodologies” (ISO, 2015). AM is considered one of the Industry 4.0 enablers (Sony, 

2020) that allows designers to bring highly complex shapes to physicality, creating new design structures 

and enhancing the proliferation of the design freedom mindset (Bikas et al., 2019). Even though AM 

promises this design freedom, some manufacturability restrictions apply depending on the AM process in 

practice (Thompson et al., 2016). The study of these limitations and how to overcome them is known as 

Design for AM (DfAM). The continuous updates in AM systems make the working conditions fluctuate, 

resulting in very use-case specific and inoperative design heuristics. Consequently, DfAM needs to be in 

constant motion so designers can adjust their knowledge at the same pace.     

Benchmarking is one of the means used to better understand the limitations and capabilities of an AM 

system. There are three benchmarking categories for AM systems: Geometrical, Mechanical and Process 

Benchmark (Mahesh, 2004), although within the scope of this article, only the first is tackled. To date, 

plenty of articles have been published on the study of geometrical benchmarking to evaluate the AM 

technological readiness. An extensive, yet outdated review has been done by Rebaioli and Fassi (2017), 

where over 60 test artefacts are summarised. Among the reasons for the intense research focus in this 

area are the rapid improvements of the AM systems, machine manufacturer updates and lack of 

industrial applications. Industrial usage is growing since AM started to be adopted as a well-established 

manufacturing method (Montero et al., 2019).  

There has been some effort in creating generic standard test artefacts for the benchmarking of different 

AM processes (Yang and Anam, 2014). Since the capabilities differ significantly from system to system, 

it still becomes complicated to find consensus between the researchers and beat ambiguity. Generic test 

artefacts can give some high-level overview for each and every AM process (Rupal et al., 2018), but to 

fully understand the system in use, specific benchmarking artefacts have to be developed. The latter 

highlights an open research gap:  How to overcome the design of meaningful geometrical benchmarking 

artefacts, accordingly to the specific working conditions and regular use that the designers are giving to a 

particular AM system.  

A new structured approach for geometrical benchmarking of metal Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) 

systems and a test artefact based on the designer’s need are presented throughout this article. Although 

the approach is developed for a particular AM technology, it can be further expanded to other AM 

processes. Additional focus on the ease of measurements of the geometrical characteristics is included, 

as well as the targeting of meaningful DfAM recommendations. In this approach, the artefact’s geometry 

will always depend on the application that the designers are interested to exploit in their particular AM 

system. Furthermore, it is applied in an exemplary study, where the design team uses two different  

L-PBF systems for the production of spare parts. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

2.1 Metal L-PBF 

Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) is one of the seven categories of AM processes defined by ISO/ASTM 52900 

standards (ISO, 2015). The process uses evenly distributed powder as raw material and a focused energy 

source to fuse the powder along specific paths determined by sliced 3D data. The layers are produced 

using a build plate as a substrate. Once a layer is completed, the build plate lowers down and a new layer 

of powder is spread. This process is repeated until the 3D object is finished. L-PBF is a subclass of PBF 

processes that utilizes a laser beam as an energy source and a material spreader. Metal L-PBF uses 

metallic powder, which requires a building chamber that maintains an inert gas atmosphere, shielding the 

parts and preventing them from oxidizing during the build. Among the most popular materials for this 

process are the alloys AlSi10Mg, Ti6Al4V and stainless steel 316L.  

A way to classify the L-PBF systems is by their build volume or build envelope. The volume is 

determined by the size of the substrate or platform, which can be circular or rectangular in the XY plane, 

and the achievable part height in Z-direction. Commercially all-rounder or medium size L-PBF systems 

have typically 250mm x 250mm x 300mm as build envelope. Anything below that volume is considered 

a small envelope system. Large envelope systems are more complex and are still in an early stage of 
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development, due to the issues of maintaining a homogeneous shielding gas flow and preventing large 

parts from warping due to thermal deformations (Fraunhofer ILT, 2020). 

L-PBF is a very complex process that involves many variables influencing the geometrical accuracy of 

the produced parts. For example, the powder material has a characteristic particle size distribution that 

depends on its production batch. The size distribution changes when the powder is re-used or mixed 

with some other powder, altering the print job. Mixing the powder material is a common practice for 

L-PBF systems to save costs. Additionally, the machine process parameters, such as laser variables 

and envelope temperature, determine the part's thermal cycling. These parameters are adjusted by the 

user or the machine manufacturer and influence the thermal distortions, which are also depending on 

the part's geometry.  

Since there are several process variables involved, repeatability across different L-PBF systems is 

challenging to achieve, and results are very dependent on the working conditions. These conditions are 

understood as all process variables that influence the outcome of the AM process. Such variables are 

machine parameters, ambient conditions, raw material state and the experience of the operator.    

2.2 Benchmarking of Metal L-PBF systems 

The current fast pace in developing new L-PBF systems and software upgrades change the limitations 

and consequently the design constraints. This gives impulse to create new up-to-date benchmarks to 

enhance the existing DfAM knowledge base. Benchmarking the L-PBF technology as a whole is very 

complex since there are many external factors that influence the part geometry and repeatability 

(Dowling et al., 2020). In other words, each L-PBF system behaves in its own way, depending on the 

working conditions.   

So far, numerous design artefacts have been released to evaluate the geometrical and dimensional 

accuracy of metallic L-PBF systems. Some of the most relevant are listed in Table 1. Typically, these 

existing works concentrate efforts in designing new artefacts with the potential to be standardised 

across different platforms (Yang and Anam, 2014). These works fit as many machine-challenging 

features as possible in one print job to expose the technological capabilities. A remarkable 

achievement of the latter is the recent contribution from Gruber et al. (2020), where L-PBF and other 

powder-based AM processes are compared using the same benchmarking artefact.   

Geometrical benchmarking is not only about producing the artefact but also measuring it. The 

characteristic surface roughness from L-PBF interferes with dimensioning, particularly for small 

geometries. There are several metrological systems available to cope with this task. Yet, blue light 

scanners and portable hand scanners are preferred for these surfaces due to their precision, speed and 

performance (Giganto et al., 2020).  

Table 1. L-PBF geometrical benchmarks 

Author Build envelope Artefact size [mm3] Material 

(Kruth et al., 2005) Medium 50x50x9 Stainless steel 316 & 

Bronze based alloy 

(Abdel Ghany and 

Moustafa, 2006) 

Medium 200x100x40 Stainless steel & 

Titanium 

(Moylan et al., 2012) Medium 77x77x17 Stainless steel 

(Kniepkamp et al., 2016) Small (Micro) 5x5x2 Stainless steel 316 

(Calignano et al., 2017) Medium - AlSi10Mg 

(Wang et al., 2017) Medium 80x80x20 (approx.) Stainless steel 316 

(Kamarudin et al., 2017) Small - AlSi10Mg 

(Moshiri et al., 2019) Medium 76x51x18 Maraging Steel 1.2709 

(Gruber et al., 2020) Medium 40x40x15 Inconel 718 & 

Ti6Al4V 

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Although, plenty geometrical benchmarks are available for AM systems, the vast majority of them lack a 

structured design procedure. Following such procedure would help users to create more meaningful test 

artefacts for specific applications and working conditions. Some effort has been made in this direction in 

the field of metal AM. The recent work of Moshiri et al. (2019) defines a benchmarking approach in  
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L-PBF systems, in which four factors are constituting the experiment: Material, Design, Process and 

Technology. From these factors, the first three are kept locked, and the last one is used as a variable in 

the analysis, i.e., the only changing factor is the AM machine manufacturer. As a result, they developed 

an artefact that promises to give an overall characterisation of the actual level of technological readiness 

of L-PBF in general.  

In contrast to the latter approach, this article proposes the characterization of a specific L-PBF system 

with a given set of regular working conditions, i.e., those working conditions that the design team faces 

on a daily basis. By following the ideas of the feature-based process for the design of artefacts, 

formulated by Rupal et al. (2018) for generic AM technologies, a process-specific approach is proposed. 

This approach sustains that two main objectives have to be pursued to design a new geometrical 

benchmarking artefact for L-PBF, as follows: 

 The test artefact has to be simple. It must have a reduced number of features, to ease the 

measurement of geometric characteristics using standard metrology instruments, which are usually 

available in AM facilities. For example, any sort of 3D scanner or metrology arm. 

 The measured geometric characteristics have to constitute a meaningful aid for the designers using 

that L-PBF system. They have to be designed for the intended applications considering the actual 

working conditions of the typical manufacturing scenario.  

Overall, this approach seeks to support the development of test artefacts that are scalable, simpler and 

more specific to the application, rather than providing generic artefacts for the attempt of benchmarking 

a whole AM process in one print job. Additionally, the development of smaller artefacts is promoted. 

This encourages benchmarking even in small envelope L-PBF systems, where the majority of the 

available benchmarking artefacts is not suitable. The proposed benchmarking strategy can be explained 

as a 3-step process. The input is the user experience in that specific L-PBF system, the output a set of 

uncertainties for the relevant geometries. The process schematic appears in Figure 1. 

In the following subsections, each step will be explained in detail using an exemplary study: A design 

team develops and manufactures individual spare parts in small and medium envelope L-PBF systems 

using recycled aluminium alloy powder. Typically, these parts are meant to replace originally casted or 

forged components, belonging to more extensive functional assemblies. Therefore, interconnecting 

features are relevant (Montero et al., 2020).  

 

Figure 1. An approach for benchmarking an L-PBF system 

3.1 Pre-analysis  

In order to design the new artefact, designers are required to identify all relevant features that impact 

the part quality in their application field. This step is the start of the geometrical benchmarking process 

and relies heavily on the team's experience. The identification of required features leads to a set of 

needed geometrical characteristics (GCs), which are those geometries that define the part’s physicality.  

In the area of conventional manufacturing, the international standards in Geometrical Product 

Specifications (ISO, 2017) describe the GCs in shape, size and positional relationships with geometric 

tolerances. These tolerances are the allowable error. Additionally, the American standards tackle the 

same issue and call it Geometrical Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) (ASME, 2018). Both 

systems are not fully compatible, yet the latter is the preferred standard in AM benchmarking research. 

Therefore, GD&T is used throughout this article. 
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Regarding AM, the study of achievable GCs is tackled by many authors, but not many of them 

consider or provide information on GD&T (Rupal et al., 2018). Thus, this approach considers two 

groups of GCs to be included in the artefact design: The standard derived GD&T and the AM relevant 

characteristics (Wang et al., 2017), which are inherent to the studied AM process. This strategy can be 

expanded to different AM technologies by including other GCs. Yet, for the case of the evaluation of 

the L-PBF process the GCs of interest are summarized in Table 2. These GCs are derived from the 

reviewed articles from Table 1 in combination with the mentioned standards. 

Table 2. Geometric characteristics for L-PBF benchmarking 

The design team is producing spare parts that use to be casted, therefore it is important to know the 

manufacturability of vertical walls, draft angles, symmetrical features and surface quality at critical 

building angles, as mentioned by Atzberger et al. (2018). Considering the GCs from the Table 2, the 

following GCs are created based on the interest of the design team. As an observation, some of the 

GCs are intentionally measured away from the part's base, since the largest distortions are expected at 

maximum part height after the separation from the build platform (Zaeh and Branner, 2010).  

 GC1: The relative position of features within a 40 mm range at a part height of 100mm to 

evaluate fitting and assembly considerations.  

 GC 2: Symmetry in the building volume. For example, several requested parts are covers or 

casings, which have symmetric features as fixation points.  

 GC 3: Angularity at the critical overhang angle, which is 45° for most L-PBF systems (Protolabs, 

2018). As an example, some spares are square or prismatic and therefore need to be placed in an 

inclined position relative to the baseplate. To minimize support structure, even straight features 

are printed in an inclined position. 

 GC 4: Parallelism and perpendicularity of planes across the part height. Some casted spare parts 

are machined to keep orthogonality of its planes. Casting draft angles limit such surfaces to be 

manufactured as they should be, without the need for post-processing. Thus, GC4 is needed to 

figure out when such post-processing can be avoided. 

 GC 5: The true position of features away from the build plate. Fixation points or links to other 

parts in the assembly are relevant for spare parts. Therefore, uncertainty in the critical section of 

the build envelope is necessary to avoid errors in the position of fixations or links.  

 GC 6: True size of medium-sized features at maximum part height. To consider the distortion at 

the critical part section.  

As it can be observed, only a few geometric characteristics from Table 2 are considered to create a 

meaningful and simple test artefact for this particular L-PBF system setup and conditions.  

3.2 Geometrical Benchmark Design 

The material and L-PBF system are already determined by the regular working conditions. Next, the 

geometrical benchmarking design has to be created in the AM Artefact step. This is performed using 

the features recommended in the Design for Metrology approach from Rivas Santos et al. (2020). 

To evaluate GC1-3, a support-structure-free design with a base of 40x40 mm2 and an inclination of 

45° is proposed, keeping in mind that the artefact will be manufactured in a small-envelope L-PBF 

system. To measure GC4, the artefact has a square shape that leads to orthogonal planes across the part 

height. In order to determine a relative coordinate system, an array of features at maximum part height 

is set. These features are used as a reference to measure the part independent from the build platform 

and support structure, if present. This allows the artefact to be used in L-PBF systems with a different 

build platform shape, e.g., circular. To create the array of features and measuring GC5-6, a cluster of 

10 mm spheres is located on the top face at maximum artefact height. Spheres are used as a mean for 

determining geometrical points of interest (sphere's centres), because more precise measurements are 

possible and they is less dependent on the surface determination (Rivas Santos et al., 2020). 

GD&T  AM relevant 

Circularity Cylindricity Feature size Wall thickness 

Perpendicularity Angularity True size Surface roughness 

Parallelism Symmetry Repeatability Stepping effect 

Straightness Flatness Overhang angle True position 

Concentricity Coaxiality   
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Furthermore, the surface roughness is in the order of the layer height for L-PBF parts. Consequently, 

the layer stepping-effect has no influence on the determination of the sphere centre. In this way, it is 

possible to measure distances between these points of interest as well as geometrical uncertainties 

from ideal planes, which are determined by the sphere's centres.  

The angularity of the down-skin at the critical angle is reported, using the relative reference system, as 

well as the true position of a self-supported holes array across the faces of the artefact. These holes are 

diamond-shaped, require no support structure and can be used as a drilling jig for further post-machining.  

Figure 2 shows the 3D CAD model of the designed artefact with the tags (A-D, for planes; 1-8, for 

spheres) for further inspection and the suggested reference coordinate system. The dimensions of the 

artefact are 40x40x100 mm3.  

  

Figure 2. The benchmarking artefact CAD model. planes A-B-C-D and spheres 1 through 8.  

3.3 Manufacturing of the artefact 

The artefact was produced in two different L-PBF systems using recycled SLM® Solutions AlSi10Mg 

powder, as normally used within regular working conditions. An SLM® 125HL (referred to as System 

1) and an SLM® 280HL (referred to as System 2) were used for artefact A1 and A2, respectively. Both 

systems have a rectangular baseplate as build-platform. System 1 has a small and System 2 a medium 

envelope. For both machines, the process parameters are considered to be within the standard 

parameters, which are recommended by the L-PBF system's manufacturer. Each machine is located in 

different facilities and operated by different technical staff, yet the working conditions are kept 

consistent over different print jobs. The condition of the artefacts is evaluated and reported in as-built 

condition, removed from the build-platform with no further post-processing. Figure 3 shows a picture 

of the manufactured artefacts.   

 

Figure 3. The artefact manufactured by different L-PBF systems  

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To perform the Measurement step, optical measurement systems (OMS) are used. A 3D blue light 

scanner Keyence® VL-550 is utilized as the primary option, with an uncertainty of  0.01 mm. To 

cross-validate the measurements and to reach the GCs that are not readable by the first OMS, a CT-
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scanner GE® v|tome|x XL300 with an uncertainty of  0.003 mm is used. The result of the 

measurements is captured as a 3D point cloud by the OMS and transformed into a high-resolution 

STL-file, which is a triangulated or triangular-tessellated surface. The uncertainties that this process 

introduces are contemplated in the reported values, although they are insignificant. Because the 

introduced uncertainties from both OMSs are under 0.01mm for the external surfaces and in the order 

of the surface roughness (Majeed et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019), it has no effect on the overall result 

of the measurements for creating the DfAM recommendations. Both OMSs fall into the to-go 

measurement methods for evaluating metallic L-PBF parts and to perform geometrical benchmarking 

(Giganto et al., 2020).  

To execute the shape and dimension analysis, the software GOM Inspect Suite is used. The 

measurements of both artefacts are compared to the reference geometry, i.e., the artefact CAD model. 

Because of the reasons explained in section 3.2 and to highlight symmetry discrepancies, the 

alignment is performed using a coordinate system determined by spheres 2, 5 and 6. The latter 

contrasts with the common practice of using a best-fit algorithm on the external surfaces. Therefore, 

symmetry deviations are easier to identify. A comparison of both artefacts vs. the designed CAD 

model is shown in Figure 4. A view of the 3D CT-scans is shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 4. Geometrical comparison, 3D scan vs CAD model  

 

Figure 5. 3D CT-scan of the artefacts  

The absolute true position and true size of the spheres were measured multiple times and compared in 

a table. These results are not shown in this article, as it would not provide additional value. The 

uncertainties are derived from the analysis of these measurements. All the uncertainties values are 

reported utilising the highest deviations from the design values and considering the OMSs error. The 

results are the geometrical uncertainties shown in Table 3, obtained by using the measuring strategy 

explained below. These can be used as DfAM guidelines for the analysed L-PBF systems in particular.  

Additionally, the CT-scans revealed no keyholes or severe porosity effects on both cases, but a 

considerable rougher surface on artefact 1 was observed. Particularly in the downskin (face D), as it 

can be observed in Figure 5. This suggests a better set of process parameter for that L-PBF system 

concerning the surface finish. 

The measuring strategy for each GC comprehends:  

GC1 is the true position in XY plane of features at the maximum part height. For this, the deviations 

of the outer spheres are used. GC2 is the symmetry on the building volume utilizing the centre of the 
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top face A as a datum point and the plane XZ and YZ. GC3 is the angularity of the face D, using the 

plane determined by the centre of the spheres 2,4 and 6 as datum plane, and a design angle of 135° on 

the YZ plane. GC4 is the parallelism determined using the diamond-shaped holes centres and the same 

datum plane as GC3, at different part heights. GC5 is the true position of features away from the build 

plate, determined by the highest deviation in the relative position of the centre of the hole and the 

spheres 7-8 from the datum plane of GC3. GC6 is the true size of medium-sized features, determined 

by the diameter deviation of the spheres lying in face A. 

Table 3. Design uncertainties for the benchmarked geometrical characteristics in mm. 

Artefact GC1 GC2XZ GC2YZ GC3 GC430% GC470% GC5 GC6 

A1 0.08 0.02 0.12 0.20 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 

A2 0.04 0.03 0.16 0.03  0.02 0.02 0.02 0.42 

The GCs' uncertainties acquired were of great use for the design team, because they target the usual 

kind of parts that the team re-designs. In contrast to the more generic artefacts, the design proposed in 

this article provided the necessary information for these two L-PBF systems. Although both systems 

are considered similar, they showed discrepancies in some of the GCs. The artefacts were easy to 

measure and compare to the ideal geometry by using the spheres' implicit coordinate system. The 

squared holes were more challenging to measure, yet the CT-scan was used for such measurements 

delivering excellent results. 

5 CONCLUSION 

A methodology for designing geometrical benchmarks based on the designers need and given working 

conditions has been proposed. A practical use case led to creating a simple test artefact that allows the 

design team to measure meaningful uncertainties for their particular design field, using small and 

medium envelope LPBF systems with AlSi10Mg. 

Regarding the systems evaluated in this article, an uncertainty map was created for the relevant 

geometric characteristics following GD&T aspects and using a relative coordinates system. Even 

though A1 showed a larger surface roughness, the true positions and true sizes outperform A2. The 

symmetry seems to be in the same order for both systems. Therefore, it can be assumed for this case 

that GC2 is rather part-dependant. These results suggest that the designers have to pay more attention 

while parametrising a design for manufacturing in system 2 than in system 1, as long as the surface 

finish is not relevant. The worst deviation was observed in the GC6 for A2, where the design 

uncertainty reached 0.42mm. This highlights the fact that even similar L-PBF systems can have very 

different geometric performance, while manufacturing the same geometries due to the several factors 

involved in the process.  

A clear and simple benchmarking strategy is essential to identify part- and process-related uncertainties. 

The main benefits of using tailored geometrical benchmark artefacts are the ease in measurement and 

obtainment of relevant information without further redundancies. This can aid designers to understand 

where to focus the design parametrisation for rapid modification in future design iterations. Furthermore, 

they can be used as a mean to determine system detriment over time, because users can evaluate the 

deviations in the features of their interest after a certain period of printing jobs. As shown, it is not 

feasible to develop a complete generic artefact that can benchmark all the AM systems. Also, it is neither 

possible to obtain one that can cover all the geometric characteristics without overcomplicating the 

measurements. The complete understanding of the machine's capabilities is, after all, particular for each 

and every use-case. Moreover, it is the system user's responsibility to know where the uncertainties can 

challenge the actual part design, avoid unnecessary iterations, and reach the right design parametrisation. 
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